
VERNE 
AT VIGO

1878 and 1884

1. THE SAINT MICHEL III 
It was a steam yacht with a length of 31 metres and a crew of ten. 

2. HOTEL CONTINENTAL 
Jules Verne went to the Continental to send and get his mail.

3. CONSTITUCIÓN SQUARE 
The writer noted that he was a patron of a café located here.

4. CAFÉ SUIZO 
Verne visited this café to read the international press.

5. O CASTRO FORTRESS 
The novelist went up to the O Castro fortress to enjoy the vistas  
of the bay.

6. LA TERTULIA 
Verne attended the balls of the La Tertulia club, where he was 
entertained by Vigo’s socialites.

7. GRANADA FIELD 
In 1878, Verne and his companions enjoyed here the open-air 
festivities of Vigo.

8. EL CASINO 
From the balconies of El Casino, Verne witnessed in 1878 the 
procession of the Christ of Victory.

9. LA ALAMEDA 
Verne wrote about his downtown walks and strolls at the recently 
inaugurated park of La Alameda.

10. THE FLORE 
During his 1878 stay, he coincided with the French frigate Flore, 
where he was invited to lunch and dinner.



VERNE’S TWO 
STAYS IN VIGO

Jules Verne visited Vigo twice, in 1878 and in 1884, and both stays were by chance: 
the first one to get shelter from harsh weather and the second one due to a mecha-
nical breakdown in his ship, the Saint Michel III. But in both occasions he greatly en-
joyed the town, extended his stays several days and blended into the local society. 
On June 1878, he coincided with the stop of the French training ship Flore, where 
he was invited to dinner. During four days, Verne witnessed the procession of the 
Christ of Victory from the balconies of El Casino. He attended a ball of the La Tertulia 
club and enjoyed the festivities of Vigo, participating in an open-air popular dance 
with an orchestra and fireworks. He also visited the straits of Rande, where Captain 
Nemo took the Nautilus in search of the treasures of the galleons. On May 1884, he 
dined at the home of the French consul and took long strolls across the town, where 
he marvelled at the “barefoot women with colourful red and yellow head scarves”. 
His walks led him to O Castro hill, where he admired the vistas of the Bay of Vigo, 
which he described as “magnificent”. In his travel diaries, he also noted that he was 
a regular of the cafés at Constitución Square and the Café Suizo, where he read the 
international press, and that he left his mail every day at the Hotel Continental. He 
would later describe Vigo in a letter as a “very beautiful” town.



THE NAUTILUS AND 
THE BAY OF VIGO

On October 1702, the Battle of Rande ended with the destruction at the Bay of 
Vigo of the Silver Fleet, the galleons that arrived from America weeks before with 
the greatest riches that had ever crossed the Atlantic Ocean. The English and Dutch 
victory over the French and Spanish squadron left thousands dead and the legend of 
a formidable treasure. At the Tower of London, Sir Isaac Newton minted coins with 
the silver from Vigo. And an extensive propaganda operation gave birth to the myth 
of the treasure of Vigo. For decades, a number of expeditions came to Vigo trying to 
salvage the precious metals that were believed to lie on the sea bed. In Jules Verne’s 
time, several campaigns were noteworthy in all of Europe because they were going 
to use technical advances like underwater electric light using Ruhmkorff lamps or the 
new Rouquayrol breathing apparatus, and both inventions would appear in the novel 
Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea. These campaigns inspired Verne to bring 
his Nautilus submarine to the Galician ria in The Bay of Vigo, the eight chapter of the 
second part of the novel. This book is written as a diary where Professor Pierre Aron-
nax tells his tale, so we know the exact date of their arrival: 18 February 1868. That 
day, Captain Nemo recounts the Battle of Rande and ridicules the ventures in search 
of the supposed treasures of the sunken galleons. Ten years later, in 1878, Verne him-
self would visit Vigo for the first time. 



THE IRON DOCK
This dock was in its planning stage. 
Its works began in 1890, and it was 
inaugurated in 1893.

THE A LAXE DOCK
Also known as The Stone Dock, its 
construction began in 1853. 

THE RAILWAY STATION
It was completed in 1878, the year of 
Verne’s first stay. The Vigo-Ourense route 
came into operation in 1881.

THE PORT RAIL
A tunnel connected the railway station  
and the port. The first project was  
drawn in 1881.

CÁNOVAS DEL CASTILLO STREET
Cánovas del Castillo Street was 
inaugurated in 1896.

HOTEL UNIVERSAL
It was established in 1888, four years after 
Verne’s second stay.

HOTEL CONTINENTAL
It was built in the 1870s, and Verne visited 
it during both of his stays.

DUQUE DE LA VICTORIA STREET
It was inaugurated in 1868, and kept that 
name until 1909.

URZÁIZ STREET
Urzáiz Street was formerly named  
Castañal Street.

ALFONSO XIII STREET
This street received its name when King 
Alphonse XIII was crowned in 1902.

RAMAL STREET
The name of the street was changed 
to Colón in 1892 celebrating the fourth 
centennial of the discovery of America.

CIRCO STREET
Today named Eduardo Iglesias, this 
was the former location of the Teatro-
Circo Tamberlick.

O BERBÉS PORT
The docks at O Berbés were built in 
1894.

ELDUAYEN STREET
The plan to open this street was 
drafted in 1879.

VICTORIA STREET TUNNEL
When Verne visited Vigo, a tunnel 
connected Victoria Street, near La 
Alameda park, with Príncipe Street.

LA ALAMEDA
Verne was in town when the gardens 
of this park were inaugurated in 1884.

PHOTOS 

1. A vista of Vigo with the Hotel 
Continental

2. Constitución Square 
3. A café in Vigo
4. O Castro hill
5. Príncipe Street 
6. A popular dance at San Roque
7. Ramal Street
8. The Monastery of Saint Francis

VERNE’S VIGO

The map where we pinpoint Verne’s visits was drawn in the early 20th century, a few years 
after his second stay. The street plan was quite similar, with slight differences.


